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Abstract

The collaboration with medical professionals in pharmaceutical clinical trials facilitates opportunities to gain valuable market information concerning product functionality issues, as well as issues related to market implementation and adoption. However, previous research on trial management lacks a differentiated perspective on the potential for information transfer from site to producer. An exploration of the variation in stickiness of information, and therefore the complexity of information transfer in clinical trials, is the main aim of this study. To further enrich the model of the dispersed sites’ information transfer ability, their methods of communicating, are included.

The model is studied on a unique dataset of 395 medical site-representatives by applying Rasch scale modeling to differentiate the stickiness of the heterogenic information issues. The results reveal that economic measures, complementary service issues and usability patterns are all significantly more difficult to transfer in clinical trials than issues related to product functionality.
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Introduction

Pharmaceutical product development is highly dependent on effective clinical trials. New product candidates undergo extensive clinical trials conducted by medical sites, such as private clinics, health centers, hospitals and academic medical centers. The main goal of clinical trials is to obtain information concerning a new treatment’s safety, medical outcome and efficacy in order to obtain market approval by the regulatory authorities.

Integrating medical professionals into drug testing, however, also represents a unique opportunity to gain insights concerning product optimization, portfolio possibilities and market implementation and adoption. This is for example seen in relation to the increasing development of specialty drugs, where specific knowledge from user are highly valuable [5,66,73]. Application of a new drug candidate in the medical practice can provide information concerning usability patterns [2,10,51], such as patient and staff convenience, for example a tablet vs. an injection, as well as logistical measures, such as when to take the drug and where. This also applies to complimentary service issues [3,44,55,56,75], such as patient education and compliance, and staff skills and training necessary to support a treatment. Further, medical sites can gain information concerning economic measures, such as users’ reaction to the branded name [27,54,78], and the cost effectiveness of the new drug [28,53]. Such usability, service and economic measures do not directly influence the approval of a product, which is based on safety and efficacy measures, but can contribute to the drug application post launch.

The new product development (NPD) literature has pointed to the importance, but also the challenge, of information transfer from external expert partners in optimizing the development process and products [1,39,47,81]. The information present in the external environment varies in complexity, as some information is highly context-dependent [16,57]. Further, not all information is explicit and therefore easy to articulate, but is more tacit in nature [48,61], making it more sticky to transfer [15,19,40,41]. As such, there are various issues beyond structural patterns that influence optimal information sharing. The ability and opportunity to transfer gained information is a key factor; both issues that essentially also influence the motivational factors for sharing gained information [69].

Clinical trials represent a history of collaboration between the industry and practical health care, which exemplifies the information potential from external relations as described in NPD literature. However, there is a gap in the health care management literature in understanding whether the information potential of clinical trials is utilized. Literature on site-sponsor
relations focuses on; Sponsor biased publication patterns [49,80] or the influence of sponsor’s previous experiences in clinical trials [20,71] There is limited research focusing on the management of information transfer in drug development [30,46,52,60]. Further, existing research does not differentiate between the information possibilities, but observes information generated by health care organizations as a homogenous mass. There is a need for a differentiated model of information transfer in drug development in order to understand whether some information is more easily transferred between health care professionals and the pharmaceutical industry, and if some information is thereby lost in the extensive trial process.

When studying the transfer of information in clinical trials it should also be considered that collaborating partners are globally dispersed, as clinical trials are conducted in natural settings at local health organizations. This determines that the methods of communication between partners consist of either standard written trial reports, face-to-face meetings, or ongoing virtual methods, which will influence the character of the information transfer process. The research model therefore also includes how predefined communication methods influence the transfer of the different information topics.

The objective of the paper is therefore, to explore if all information is utilized from collaboration partners in clinical trials. This is done by differentiating between types of information, and also types of information transfer methods. In order to structure this study the following two research questions are therefore guiding the research: 1) *Can a difference in medical users’ ability to transfer information to pharmaceutical firms be detected when differentiating between clinical trial topics – functionality issues, usability issues, complementary service issues and economic issues?* And 2) *Which patterns of communication support the transfer of information from medical sites to pharmaceutical producers?*

The method applied to explore the study questions is survey data collected from 395 respondents at medical sites participating in clinical trials. To differentiate the information transfer ability of these medical sites to producers in clinical trials, Rasch scale modeling [63] based on item response theory (IRT) [45,70] is applied. The Rasch model has the advantage of analyzing related items on a common scale and then determining the location (difficulty) of the items in the continuum of low to high degree of information transfer ability.

The results show, that medical sites ability to transfer information can be differentiated according to topic area, and that some issues are harder to transfer than others. Issues related to economic-, service. And usability measures are more difficult to transfer than issues
relating to the functionality of the product. Further, the transfer of information are in general better supported by face-to-face methods as well as virtual methods, illustrating that methods supporting more tacit information topics are important in order to utilize external knowledge sources in product development.
Theoretical framework

In product development processes, such as clinical trials, professional users are integrated in a close collaboration with producers, creating a unique opportunity to access product and market information [1,47,81]. The medical professionals have unique expertise in the therapeutic area [29], which represents an opportunity for companies to tap into cutting edge knowledge developed in natural settings of the future market [24,68]. Through the application of the drug candidate in medical practice, clinical trials can contribute with information relevant for approval, and therefore concerning product functionality. However, data concerning issues such as usability patterns, economics measures and complementary services can also be provided by clinical trials.

Usability issues relate to both patient and staff convenience in using the product, and can be exposed when the new product is applied in natural settings. Usability issues are therefore often referred to as context-of-use measures [2,11,51], and include patients’ convenience of tablet vs. injection, treatment on site or at home etc. Complementary service issues [3,55,56,75] relate to training and maintenance measures. In drug development and later drug application such service issues could relate to patient education and compliance of drug use, as well as the staff skills and training necessary to support a treatment. Information concerning economic measures can contribute with a coherent value-adding product perspective [3,44]. Classical market analysis issues include the end-user’s reaction to the brand name [27,54,78] and the cost-effectiveness of the new product relevant for adoption processes [28,53].

However, the information generated by professional medical partners in clinical trials can be challenging to transfer. It is recognized that external information from development collaboration is beneficial [1,47,81], but also that the transfer of such information is not always easy [7,19,26,77]. The extensive information generated by expert partners [26,33] is often tacit [61] and therefore hard to externalize [48,74]. The tacit character of information can contribute to the stickiness of some information [15,19,41,40]; whereas more explicit knowledge is easier to de-code and thereby articulate [19,74]. Further, information which is more complex in nature will require a higher degree of overlapping existing knowledge among collaborating partners [21,37,57,59,76]. Context-dependence, and therefore prior experience in partnerships and product area, can affect the difficulty of transferring information [16,17,58].
The information potential from external collaboration should therefore not be observed as a homogenic mass transferring among collaborative partners. Rather, it should be seen as a differentiated model, where some information is more easily transferred than other. Previous literature points to product-embedded information as having a larger degree of articulability and therefore ease of transfer, as this information is more specific in nature [25,82]. However, the literature is insufficient in supplying a concrete model of which information is then more difficult to transfer. There is a need for further understanding of the information transfer process between medical professionals and pharmaceutical producers in clinical trials, and the extent to which some issues are more easily transferred than others. This will extend our knowledge concerning the information potential in clinical trials and the extent to which this potential is utilized. We therefore propose the following research question:

**Research question 1:** Can a difference in medical users’ ability to transfer information to pharmaceutical firms be detected when differentiating between clinical trial topics – functionality issues, usability issues, complementary service issues and economic issues?

**Communication methods**

The medical professionals participating in clinical trials are by definition located in dispersed global settings, as drugs should be tested on location in the health care practice. To add to our differentiated model of information transfer in clinical trials the analysis is therefore extended with a study of the partners’ communication methods, as these methods are closely connected to the character of the information being transferred.

The standard communication method in clinical trials is written protocols, where medical sites supply predefined information issues to the pharmaceutical companies. In order to communicate information in written documents the information needs to be explicit and decodified [48,74], which may thereby influence the transfer of tacit knowledge. Geographical proximity supporting face-to-face communication is often mentioned as a stimulating factor for information transfer [35,42,62], as both formal and informal interactions can occur [35,62]. It is argued that co-location creates a shared belief system and common understanding, which promote both explicit and tacit information transfer [9,33,72]. However, meeting face-to-face in clinical trials will only occur at on-site meetings or at other planned settings, generating a time consuming and logistically challenging task, which will postpone discussion points and feedback. Previous literature points to the opportunities of collaborating cross-distance through virtual methods created by IT tools [6,8,65,67], as
partners can communicate directly and give immediate feedback, similar to co-location processes [4,17,18].

Dispersed collaboration structures in clinical trials are therefore included in the research model, by studying if medical professionals’ ability to transfer information is influenced by communication patterns created by 1) Face-to-face methods, 2) Virtual methods, or 3) Written communication methods.

**Research question II:** Which patterns of communication support the transfer of information from medical sites to pharmaceutical producers?

**Research methodology**

*Data collection*

To answer the research questions, a study among medical professionals participating in clinical trials in pharmaceutical drug development processes was carried out. Medical site representatives are difficult to locate and identify, as there are no public listings of clinical trial sites and the industry is reluctant to disclose their important site contacts. A unique contact list of 2300 clinical sites was therefore developed through previous research projects within the industry. An online questionnaire was sent to the 2300 clinical sites. 395 site representatives responded to the questionnaire, representing a substantial sample size and a satisfactory response rate of approximately 17%.

*Designing the questionnaire*

To design the eleven domains the clinical trial study guidelines were studied. The study guidelines focus primarily on product functionality, as the prime goal is regulatory approval information [34,43]. To quantify the industry-designed study guidelines telephone interviews with industry representatives were conducted. The interviews confirmed that producers’ prime focus in drug testing is the safety and efficiency of the new drug. However, some of the industry respondents also emphasized the need for additional information concerning economic measures related to marketing issues.

To include a post-market launch perspective the clinical practice guidelines were studied [34,43]. Clinical practice guidelines are applied to support the clinical personnel at hospitals and health centers in the application of a new treatment after market launch. These guidelines include issues of complementary service, which are relevant for the application of the drug in
practice, as well as usability issues related to end-user (patient) comfort and possibly economic measures, which are relevant for the medical center in general.

Based on the explorative studies about the information relevant from clinical trials – both from an industry perspective and a market perspective post-product launch eleven domains were outlined. Based on the theoretical model described in this paper the eleven domains were categorized into areas addressing the four overall topics; 1) Issues related directly to the product’s functionality, 2) Issues concerning related services, 3) Usability related issues, and 4) Economic issues. All of these areas are found to be key elements in the development for new products and especially in the adaptation of new product areas on the marketplace.

The topic items are outlined in table 1. All of the eleven issues were to be answered on a four-point scale; 1= Is not passed on, 2=To a very little degree, 3=To some degree, 4=To a high degree. They were categorized randomly in the questionnaire.

Method – research question I

To answer research question one, and therefore how the transfer of information from medical users may be differentiated by topic area, Rasch scale modeling [63], which is part of IRT [45,70], is applied. Instead of focusing on dependent and independent variables, IRT focuses on measuring how related items are positioned on the same scale [70]. By applying probability statistic modeling, Rasch scale analysis evaluates the difference in difficulty between items [63,70]. This makes it possible to observe respondents’ relative responses directly against each other. The scale thereby assigns a relative measure on a common continuum defining how difficult certain information is to transfer relative to other items.

The scale output (variable map, figure 1) outlines the sample distribution. By outlining the sample distribution on one side (left) and the item difficulties on the other side of the scale (right) the floor and ceiling effect can be observed [13]. If the item–sample scale does not correspond and a high portion of the sample falls above or below the item locations (floor/ceiling effect), an under-identifying power can be observed implying that the chosen items do not alone describe the issue area in question [13,63]. Item fit statistics supply information concerning the fit between the Rasch scale model and the observed data [13,63]. Such infit/outfit measures can be identified in the analysis and will be elaborated on in the result section, together with the specific difficulty measures of the individual items.

Method – research question II
To explore research question two a cluster analysis [22,79] is applied to group the respondents in clusters of similar communication patterns. When determining the number of categories, balancing the heterogeneity of the clusters is a key measure. As the number of clusters decreases, the heterogeneity increases, and it is therefore the goal to identify the amount of relevant categories and simultaneously maintain a low level of heterogeneity [38]. A method commonly applied for this purpose is to evaluate the distance between unclustered observations [23,36]. In this study the Euclidean distance method is applied, which is the most common method for hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward’s method [22,36]. The results of the cluster analysis are entered into a one way ANOVA together with the Rasch scores that identify a site’s general ability to transfer information.

Measures
All of the three measures of communication were to be answered on the same three point Likert scale (1=never, 2=rarely 3= often) indicating how often respondents communicate with the producer via these methods;

*Communication method – F2F.* Face-to-face (F2F) communication includes on-site meetings where pharmaceutical representatives visit the site, as well as professional conferences or related forums.

*Communication method – virtual.* Virtual communication methods are defined as telephone conferences and web-based meetings, where partners have the opportunity to communicate directly with each other.

*Communication method – Written.* Written communication is defined as email exchanges and other written documents, such as reports and clinical trial protocols.

*Information transfer ability.* Besides presenting a differentiated scale, the Rasch method also produces a single measure representing the whole scale. The Rasch measure can be defined as the likelihood of the respondents to score high on the information ability scale, and therefore the ability of the medical user to transfer information [13].

Results
Fit statistics
Fit statistics are computed in the Rasch analysis and supply information concerning the fit of the data in relation to the Rasch output map. The mean square values should have an expected value around 1, but values above and below may occur. If the MNSQ *infit* values
are significantly lower than 1 some dependencies are present in the data, and if higher than 1 some noise should be considered in the model [50]. Further, an MNSQ outfit level significantly lower than 1 also implies dependency in the data, while an MNSQ outfit level significantly above 1 indicates that there are some unexpected outliers in the chosen variables.

**Table 1.** Fit statistics, Rasch analysis (Winstep output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>MNSQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Infit</td>
<td>Outfit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost effectiveness of new drug (CostEff)</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients’ and professionals’ reaction to branded name (BrandName)</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients’ access to the drug (PatientAcc)</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce required for drug administration (Workforce)</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery form (tablet, capsule, injection etc.) (Delivery)</td>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration of the new drug (e.g. taken with meal, taken in the evening, on empty stomach etc.) (AdmDrug)</td>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical skills necessary for successful drug administration (ClinSkill)</td>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage of new drug (Dosage)</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>-.38</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk/benefit from intervention (RiskBen)</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>-.58</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concomitant drug interactions (DrugInter)</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>-.71</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug side effects (SideEff)</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Difficulty:** degree of users’ ability to share with producer reflected in the specific item.

A rule of thumb is a level within 1+/-.2 (.80/1.2) [13]. Item number 1 (side effects) shows some sign of noise and outliers (MNSQ Infit level 1.33/MSNQ outfit level 1.31), and item 10 (Workforce) shows a tendency to dependency in the data (MNSQ Infit level .78/MSNQ outfit level .76). Therefore the MNSQ fit statistics show that item 1 has a limited fit to the model. However, it is retained in the model, as drug side effects are a key issue for the approval process and therefore a standard element in the protocol design of a clinical trial. To exclude this measure would be to neglect a central element of the testing process in drug development. Item 10 (Workforce) is slightly below .80 and may therefore be redundant for the model. However, item 10 is also retained, as the borderline result in itself is interesting. This is because the issue is an integrated part of the clinical practice guidelines applied in medical sites after launch of a product, but is not a key focus for the pre-launch process on the producer side. The issue may therefore appear redundant due to the producers’ lack of focus.
on the issue, but as this study aims to recover knowledge potential, which may be neglected, item 10 is retained in the model.

Besides item 1 (Side effects) and item 10 (Workforce), which reflect some fit challenges to the model, the other nine items are well represented within the fit limits in the Rasch analysis. This indicates that users transfer relevant information concerning product functionality, related services, usability issues and economic measures by participating in test phases in drug development.

**Fig. 1.** Item–person (variable) map, Winstep output

*Difficulty of transferring information between user and producer by topic item*

The result of the Rasch analysis reveals which item issues are more difficult to transfer from user to producer relative to each other. The variable map in figure 1 illustrates how the 11 item issues are located on the continuum on the right side, and on the left-hand side of the scale the person measures can be identified. The variable map thereby illustrates how the respondents (person measures) represent the items on the scale. The specific difficulty levels
of the 11 items are presented in table 1, and the difficulty of the four categories, functionality; usability; service and economy, can be observed in figure 1.

*Product functionality issues.* The scale reveals that issues related to product functionality (Category difficulty -1.83) are easiest to transfer, as item 1 (*Side effects*), item 3 (*Drug Interaction*), item 8 (*Risk/Benefit*) and item 5 (*Dosage*) can be observed at the lowest end of figure 1. These four items all relate directly to product functionality, and therefore the safety and efficacy of the new drug. Issues relating directly to the approval process of the new drug are therefore easiest to transfer.

*Economic measures.* At the other end of the continuum, and therefore representing the most difficult issues to transfer to the producer, are the issue items related to economic measures; items 6 (*Cost effectiveness*) and 11 (*Branded Name*) (Category difficulty 1.82). These issues at the highest end of the difficulty continuum are not crucial to regulatory approval, and therefore tests for them are not required in the clinical phases. Therefore these issues are not a standard measure in the study protocols, but are mentioned in the clinical practice guides and by industry interviews as important issues for market application.

*Complementary service issues.* In the middle of the continuum, but still at the difficult end of the scale, issues related to complementary services (Category difficulty .46) can be observed. Item 7 (*Patient Access*) and item 10 (*Workforce*) are, like the economic measures, not requirements according to the regulatory protocol; however they are highly integrated in the clinical practice guidelines that are applied by health care actors.

*Usability measures.* In the middle of the continuum, and therefore close to a moderate difficulty of zero, item 4 (*Delivery*), item 2 (*Administration of Drug*) and item 9 (*Clinical Skills*) can be observed. The administration of the drug (taken with meal, empty stomach etc.) and delivery form (tablet, capsule, injection etc.) apply to end-users’ convenience in using the treatment, whereas the clinical skills necessary applies to medical site personnel’s convenience and possibilities in using the new product. The necessary clinical skills are also relevant as a service measure, as this could create demand for training activities. However, all three issues are closely related to product application, and therefore to the expert knowledge of the doctors participating in the trial.

*Floor/ceiling effects*
The results of the Rasch analysis illustrate that all items can be measured on the same scale; therefore supporting the reliability of the model. A tradeoff generated by the similarity of the items on the same scale may be an under-identifying power of the model, implying that the scale may not cover some issues [13,70]. The sample distribution and item issues should correspond in the Rasch scale model (figure 1). If an over- or under-representation of the sample can be identified, a floor or ceiling effect is present [13]. Figure 1 shows that at the bottom of the scale the sample distribution and the item issues correspond to a high degree, as only 3% of the person measures can be identified below the lowest difficult to transfer information (Item 1, Side effects). However, at the other end of the continuum, an over-representation of the sample distribution can be detected, and a ceiling effect identified, as 41% of the person measures are above the most difficult to transfer on the scale (Item 10, Workforce). This rather high ceiling effect draws attention to issues not represented at the difficult end of the model, and therefore potential issues beyond product functionality that are not covered in this study. This issue will be further discussed in limitations and future research.

Information transfer and patterns of communication

The agglomeration procedure of the cluster analysis illustrates an incremental change (elbow) at the stage of four clusters [36]. A model of four clusters is therefore chosen, as this will represent a within-group homogeneity, as well as a balanced between-group heterogeneity [22,38]. The four-cluster measure was applied in a one-way ANOVA in order to determine a descriptive communication profile of the four clusters. A post-hoc comparison applying the Tukey HSD indicated a significant difference between the four groups ($p<0.5$). The profiles of the four groupings of medical respondents’ communication patterns are defined and described here:

All-round intense communicators. The first cluster of medical sites applies all three methods of communication to a relatively high degree – face-to-face (2.70), virtual (2.54) and written (3.00). This cluster also represents the second highest level of information transfer ability (1.32).

All-round low communicators. The second cluster of medical sites represents a generally low information transfer ability (1.05), and also shows a generally low use of all communication methods – face-to-face (2.07), virtual (2.16) and written (2.32).
Virtual communicators. The third cluster represents a group of medical sites that to a high degree apply virtual communication methods (face-to-face [2.09], virtual [2.75] and written [3.00]), and therefore technological tools that enable collaborating partners to communicate across distance at any point in time. This group represents the medical sites that express the highest ability to transfer information to drug producers (1.57); notably to a higher degree than cluster one where all three methods of communication were relatively high.

Traditionalist communicators. The fourth group of medical sites primarily applies the required methods of communication (face-to-face [1.92], virtual [1.92] and written [3.00]), which is the written documentation often observed in the mandatory protocols and trial reports. This group is also the group showing the lowest ability to transfer information to the industry partner (.68).

Discussion

The results showing a positive effect of both face-to-face and virtual communication methods emphasize the settings where informal information transfer can occur. Through direct interactions partners can create joint understanding, stimulating the context-dependent information [35,72], and a dialogue of tacit and explicit knowledge through socialization [48]. It is interesting to observe that previous arguments for the importance of co-location [9,33,72] are challenged by the strong positive association between virtual communication methods and information transfer ability in clinical trials. The group of medical sites that apply virtual communication methods to a high degree have a high degree of information transfer ability. In clinical trials a relocation of partners at face-to-face meetings will delay ongoing communication and may thereby challenge continuous feedback loops and reflections [14,32].

The positive association of virtual and face-to-face methods in general supports the notion that the transfer of information requires circumstances for partners to communicate issues that may not be explicit, but require interaction to stimulate the often complex and context-dependent issues. While the analysis of communication methods supports previous arguments in NPD literature, both provide no insights on which information areas are stickier than others. Here the results of the Rasch analysis contribute with a specific scale, differentiating issue areas relative to each other.

The scale of information issues
The result of the Rasch analysis reveals that all of the suggested information topics in the questionnaire are relevant within the same scale, and it is therefore relevant to pursue all of these information outcomes from the clinical trials. However, the Rasch scale also clearly illustrates that some of these information issues are stickier in character and therefore harder to transfer from medical site to producer.

At the easy end of the continuum the issue areas representing product functionality are clearly represented. This clear representation of product functionality issues as easiest to transfer is probably due to the main task of the medical professionals in clinical trials being monitoring of the medical reaction of a new treatment. However, it is interesting to observe that even though usability issues are closely linked to medical practice they are significantly more difficult to transfer. This also applies to the complimentary service category, which is even more difficult to transfer between site and producer. These issues can be argued to be slightly further from the individual professional expertise of medical staff, and more related to a department’s organizational measures, but still directly linked to the aim of clinical trials.

Information related to workforce competences and patient access to the drug is issues relevant to everyday practice at the medical site, and therefore issues closely related to respondents’ interest and competence areas.

The most difficult category to transfer between user and producer, economic measures, is also highly relevant for drug adoption. Cost effectiveness and brand name reactions both refer to considerations conducted by management responsible at the medical site. This is probably the reason for their location at the most difficult end of the continuum, which is nevertheless interesting as these measures were emphasized as important trial outcomes by several of the interviewed industry respondents and the clinical practice guidelines.

Why is some trial information stickier?

The clear focus on product functionality issues in product testing reflects the overall aim in current structures of clinical trials, which to some degree may over-prioritize some issues at the expense of utilizing information on a broader scale from external partners. It can be argued that medical partners in the pharmaceutical industry are primarily perceived as providers of explicit and pre-defined information relevant for trial protocols.

The pharmaceutical industry is under extensive pressure to optimize costly and time-consuming clinical trials, which has resulted in more management layers and outsourcing strategies supporting efficiency of trials [12,29]. The established written protocols are often the prime source of information between sites and companies, and therefore focus on explicit
and easy to transfer knowledge. Certain information may therefore not be recognized and thereby de-coded and transferred. When utilizing the information potential from external collaboration in drug development, tacit knowledge at sites is essential in order to unravel valuable and often concealed medical application know-how [48].

This development can challenge the ability of a process to discover tacit information from medical sites, as many actors are involved, challenging the ongoing relation between partners. The complex information developed at sites can be challenging to unravel if the receivers are in-experienced in the topic areas, and instead are focusing on explicit data collection concerning protocol information. Extant studies on clinical trials have documented that previous collaboration experience among trial partners can stimulate trial outcomes [20,71]. The continuous outsourcing of trial management and increasing in-house layers of management [29,31,64] can thus challenge the development of mutual knowledge and trust among partners of clinical trials. These circumstances may all be contributing to the vast differentiation of information transfer ability in clinical trials.

Managerial implications

The results of this study may guide firms to improve their management of trials, as specific initiatives are necessary in order to capture the large information potential from medical partners. Incorporating routines to identify and utilize medical site input on a broader scale is recommended. The industry could differentiate medical users based on their competences and roles in the clinical process. Such categorization should then be supported by specific protocols aiming outside the functionality issues; therefore explicitly supervising the commercialization and application processes. Stimulating continuous relations between site and industry should then support the focus on complex and tacit information. A model where a few industry representatives are continuously integrated in trials with the prime goal of tapping into information based on an extended trial output agenda is therefore recommended. Further, the gathering of medical experiences should be supported by a focus on virtual communication tools, as these supply opportunities for continuous interaction with these important development partners.

Limitations and directions for future research

The data collection in this study has aimed at a high level of continuity in the information topic items by generating parallel question and answer options, which have met the limitation
of reliability of scale items in the Rasch method. However, the spread of the items in relation to the person distribution represent some under-identification in the model. This is considered in the conclusions of the study, which is kept on the level of differentiating between the four defined groupings: product functionality issues, product service issues, usability issues and economic measures. From the understanding developed in this study we suggest that future studies consider expanding the breadth of topic items at the difficult end of the continuum to include topics such as; *Usability issues*: End-users’ convenience and attitude toward the design of the drug, patients’ attitude toward intervention time. *Service issues*: Requirements for long-term patient care, required training of personnel to apply treatment. *Economic measures*: the need for organizational changes coming with a new product or treatment plan, fit of treatment to existing treatment opportunities in the national health system.

Future data observations could also include measures exploring global variance in relation to information potential and communication tools. It would also be relevant to incorporate outsourcing measures, and therefore the extent of Contract Research Organizations’ (CRO) role in a trial, in order to detect potential consequences of third party agents integrated in the trial business model.

Further, future research may explore the extent to which the existing network of sites applied in a single clinical study may influence information processes, since the heterogeneity of backgrounds may add to the depth and breadth of learning.
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